WGSAM MEETING – ONLINE 2021

REPORT OF THE 2021 MEETING OF
THE WORKING GROUP ON STOCK ASSESSMENT METHODS (WGSAM)
(Online, 5-10 May 2021)
1. Opening, adoption of Agenda and meeting arrangements and assignment of rapporteurs
The meeting of the Working Group on Stock Assessment Methods (WGSAM: “the Group”) was held online
from 5 to 10 May 2021. Dr. Michael Schirripa (USA), the Working Group (“the Group”) rapporteur and
meeting Chair, opened the meeting, and the Executive Secretary, Mr. Camille Manel, welcomed the
participants to the meeting. The Chair proceeded to review the Agenda which was adopted after some
changes (Appendix 1).

The List of Participants is included in Appendix 2. The List of Documents presented at the meeting is
attached as Appendix 3. The abstracts of all SCRS documents and presentations provided at the meeting
are included in Appendix 4. The following served as rapporteurs:
Sections
Items 1, 7
Item 2
Item 3
Item 4
Items 5-6

Rapporteur
A. Kimoto
K. Gillespie, D. Rosa
D. Courtney, H. Winker
R. Scott, E. Babcock
M. Schirripa, A. Kimoto

2. Harvest Control Rules, Limit Reference points and Management Strategy Evaluation
Presentation SCRS/P/2021/028 provided an overview of recent progress and ongoing work related to the
North Atlantic swordfish (N-SWO) Management Strategy Evaluation (MSE). The initial Operating Model
(OM) grid had seven axes of uncertainty (natural mortality, recruitment deviation, steepness, CPUE CV,
effective sample size of the length comps, catchability increase, and environmental modulation of
catchability among fleets) with 288 OMs. In 2020 and early 2021, the grid was revised in three respects: i)
the OM grid was migrated from SS3.24 to SS3.30, ii) the CPUE CV and length composition effective sample
size axes were combined into a single axis reducing the grid to 216 OMs, and iii) the OMs were modified to
estimate discarding among fleets and account for discard mortality (as requested by the Commission). This
inclusion of discard mortality estimation is the most consequential of the changes as it allows for Candidate
Management Procedures (CMPs) to investigate effectiveness of minimum size limits as components of
harvest control rules. CMP development is underway and will continue through 2021. In early 2021, the
MSE code began external peer-review. N-SWO MSE sub-groups are developing candidate exceptional
circumstances (ECs) and performance metrics which will be considered by the SWO Species Group, the
SCRS, and PA4 later in 2021.

The use of the swordfish joint CPUE for MPs was discussed. It was noted that a strength in the use of this
CPUE would be that if a singular fleet is not able to provide data the joint CPUE can still be used, probably
avoiding an EC that could lead to a revision of the applied MP. It was further noted that a sensitivity analysis
with a “leave-one-out” approach (dropping a fleet one at a time) could be done to test the robustness of the
results when a fleet's data is not available.

It was asked if the conflict between CPUEs in the East/West areas is being considered for the CMP
development, as only one CPUE would be used in the MP, especially if it is data-based. It was noted that the
conflict between CPUEs has been included in the OM by having an uncertainty axis related to environmental
effects, where in half the OMs there is an Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO) effect that modulates
catchability between conflicting indices. It was further noted that most effort so far on N-SWO MSE has been
on the conditioning of the OM, so far there was not much effort in the development of CMPs, therefore it is
still open for both model or empirical based CMP development.
It was noted that with an empirical based MP it may not be possible to track stock status (stock assessments
would need to run periodically to monitor stock status). It was noted that model-based MPs can create
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computational challenges, these could be overcome to a certain point with the use of a production model
that can run in a few minutes and is still robust in providing MSY estimates.

It was further noted that an update of the MSE will be presented to the Panel 4 meeting in July. The Group
agreed that when presenting the different MSE efforts at the Commission level these should be presented
in a uniform manner to avoid having mixed messages between stocks.

Presentation SCRS/P/2021/025 provided an update on the developments of the Atlantic tropical tuna MSE
in relation to bigeye (BET), yellowfin (YFT) and eastern skipjack (E-SKJ) stocks. The first phase of the project
was carried out in 2018 and a summary of the first steps was provided with details on the model that is
going to be used and the working documents that were produced. In 2021, the project has re-started with a
review of the main uncertainties of tropical tuna fisheries with the aim of defining the axes of uncertainty
of the MSE, which will be used to condition OMs.

The Group thanked the authors for their presentation and noted the progress this MSE has made despite
limited resources. The Group asked if this effort represents an MSE for each stock or a combined MSE that
accounts for all three stocks (BET, YFT, E-SKJ) in the OM grid and management procedures. The authors
clarified that separate OMs will be built for each species, but unlike other ICCAT MSE processes, this MSE
will incorporate the three species in a single MSE as there are many similarities in the fleets, gears, and
distributions among these three stocks and that the simulation framework would need to account for
significant overlap among the fisheries. They further noted that western SKJ is being evaluated in a separate
MSE. It was asked if ECs have been discussed within this MSE process and the authors noted that they have
not been considered yet as this MSE is in relatively early stages.

SCRS/P/2021/023 provided a summary on the North Atlantic ALB (N-ALB) MSE over the last few years.
Definition of the list of performance statistics was agreed with the Panel 2 in 2016 (Anon., 2016), prior to
the adoption of the harvest control rule (HCR) in 2017. However, mostly 4 performance metrics are used,
expressed in the form of radar plots, to illustrate the performance across the reference case, which includes
uncertainty around biology (natural mortality: M and steepness), data (size, CPUE, and tagging) and
modelling options (time range and catchability trends). The 132 OMs are equally weighted. The code was
peer reviewed in 2018 and comments were addressed in 2019. Several HCR variants (as specified in
Rec. 17-04 (Anon., 2017a)) have been tested (as components of a CMP), the SCRS advice incorporates the
elements to adopt a full MP, and feedback to Panel 2 has been provided on proposed indicators to detect
ECs. The primary document for the ALB MSE is the ALB MSE consolidated report (Merino et al., 2020).
The Group thanked the ALB MSE team for pioneering several MSE analyses and concepts within the SCRS
and at the Commission level. The Group asked how the ALB MSE framework was considering MP
implementation errors. It was noted that both the current carry-over scheme as well as a banking and
borrowing scenario where TAC was implemented with an error of 20% had been tested with positive
results, thus could be useful to define some EC indicators. This led to discussion on whether short-term
deviations in implementation may lead to an EC finding. The Group noted that many scenarios, not limited
to implementation error, may lead to indicators registering values outside the “full range of values” and that
it was not practical to plan for all eventualities that could lead to ECs. The Group agreed on the need for
flexibility in the draft EC protocol and noted the importance of inclusion of both science and management
responsibilities within the protocol.

SCRS/P/2021/027 detailed recent progress for the Atlantic bluefin tuna (BFT) MSE and the work plan for
2021 and 2022. The presentation addressed recent developments including interim adoption of the
reference grid, plausibility weighting of the factor levels within the grid, development tuning and
reconditioning. The BFT MSE has six CMP development teams working mainly empirical (or index based)
procedures with model based CMPs. Development tuning is the process of having all CMPs tuned to achieve
one common performance metric (Br30 or BMSY in year 30) so as to then be able to evaluate performance
across other metrics. It is a process to both refine individual CMPs and to evaluate and vet their
performance. It is a critical step in the evolutionary process of CMP development and in the process of
narrowing down the number of CMPs to a few top-performing ones to present to the Commission and
Panel 2 in November. The author noted the decisions such as how to develop OMs, empirical versus model
based CMPs and whether the MP should adjust the previous TAC directly or re-estimate scale may be
context and stock-dependent but should be explicit considerations. For stocks where estimating scale has
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proven challenging (e.g., eastern BFT) adjusting previous TAC provides a grounding in an absolute scale and
may be preferable to allowing a model-based MP to re-estimate scale at each application of the MP.

The Group commended the BFT Species Group for confronting significant stock complexity in their analysis.
The Group asked how advice would be balanced between both MSE and assessments. It was noted that even
after implementation of an MP, assessments would continue to occur on a 3-5 year cycle to act as a check
on the MSE. It was also noted that parallel advice would likely be provided to the Commission in 2022 in
the form of MSE and an eastern BFT assessment. The Group asked how ECs were being dealt with in the
BFT MSE process. The author noted that ECs have not been a focus and will likely not be included as in initial
CMP adoption; rather BFT MSE will likely follow the lead of other ICCAT MSE groups and their EC
frameworks.
An interactive MSE visualization tool intended to aid in consultation and decision making
(harveststrategies.org; Slick Decision Analysis) was presented to the Group. The decision analysis tool
presents outcomes of potential policy options across various states of nature. This tool allows for the
simultaneous presentation of various performance metrics and can account for uncertainty in the states of
nature in an interactive format, allowing users to filter results interactively in order to explore robustness
and performance. While the tool can be applied to any decision analysis context it was specifically designed
to investigate the performance of fisheries management procedures tested by MSE.
The Group noted that the tool appeared to be very powerful for demonstrating trade-offs between
management procedures. The volume of information contained within the tool, while very useful for
fisheries scientists intimately familiar with the assessment and simulation process, may present significant
hurdles for more lay audiences. It was suggested that science-manager focus groups identify key metrics
for MP performance and trade-offs, as was done previously for the development of the Kobe matrix. It was
noted that an important characteristic of MSE is the additional information available and that this
information should be considered by decision makers. It was suggested that two visualization versions
could be developed: an executive summary version that includes key metrics, and a full version for those
who would like additional detail. The Group concluded the discussion by suggesting that national scientists
discuss the tool with their respective resource managers to solicit feedback on key decision-making metrics,
plot types and other features within the visualization tool.

The Group discussed broad themes among the ICCAT MSEs. There was a strong emphasis on the importance
of clear communication between scientists, managers, and other stakeholders throughout the process, for
example via a standard set of terminologies and tradeoff visualizations. It was noted that clear and
consistent communication was an important recommendation in other RFMO MSE reviews (e.g., ICES). The
Group discussed the continued need for strong SCRS and Secretariat support for communication (e.g.,
workshops at the Commission meetings, MSE training courses for scientists and managers, etc.). The Group
noted that a new website (www.harveststrategies.org) is compiling communications tools on MSE,
including Slick. It was suggested that ICCAT work plans include very clear and explicit goals for
communication steps within each step of the MSE process.

There was brief discussion on other methods that may have shorter timelines to implementation, while still
have HCRs that consider risk relative to limit reference points (e.g., Maunder et al., 2020). Such methods, in
many cases, are careful to focus on uncertainty that has meaningful impacts on management advice (i.e.,
expending less effort on areas of the grid that are not considered plausible or have significant biological
impacts). The Chair suggested that these alternative methods may warrant further examination given the
demanding workloads currently facing the SCRS.
3. Recommended standard diagnostics for stock assessment models

Two presentations were provided by the developers of an important new compilation of diagnostic tools
for integrated age-structured stock assessment models within an R package (ss3diags;
https://github.com/jabbamodel/ss3diags). The ss3diags R package is documented within a recent
publication (Carvalho et al., 2021), which also provides worked examples of each diagnostic method
implemented for two recent age-structured stock assessment models completed in Stock Synthesis.
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Presentation SCRS/P/2021/022 identified practical guidelines for the review and interpretation of the
diagnostics described in Carvalho et al., 2021. The guidelines include four main components related to the
“plausibility” of a model: Model convergence; Goodness of fit; Model consistency; and Prediction skill. A flow
chart from the publication identified “detours” to consider during model development when particular
diagnostics do not show satisfactory results. Plots available from the ss3diags R package aid diagnostic
interpretation: Model convergence–jitter–; Goodness of fit–individual residuals and JABBA joint residuals–
; Model consistency–R0 profile, age structured production model (ASPM), and retrospective analysis bias–;
Prediction skill–hindcasting cross-validation (HCxval)–. It was also noted that plausibility of a model must
also be evaluated independently of diagnostics, on a case-by-case basis, for example relative to stock specific
exploitation history and population biology.

The Group discussed implementation and interpretation of the jitter diagnostic, but noted that there is no
single convergence criterion for the diagnostic, and that multiple diagnostics should be evaluated together.
The Group discussed implementation and interpretation of profiling diagnostics, which could help
determine which parameters should be within an uncertainty grid (i.e., parameters with a flat profile, and
presumably uninformed by data).
The Group discussed that diagnostic results should not necessarily be interpreted individually on a pass/fail
basis, because of the possibility of false positive results. Instead, diagnostic results should be interpreted as
an aid to identify potential model diagnostic issues for continued model development. The Group also
discussed that diagnostic should evaluated as early as possible within the model development process. It
was noted that one goal of the publication was to serve as an aid to improve workflow within an inclusive
model development process, for example, within a stock assessment team. The Group noted that there are
other diagnostics available for integrated analyses, which were not included in the publication. Examples
include using the fitted integrated model likelihood to generate pseudo data given model estimates (Selftest), and MCMC diagnostics under ongoing development.

Presentation SCRS/P/2021/020 demonstrated practical applications to ensemble weighting and
projections using model validation and prediction skill based on the objective criteria for evaluating model
plausibility proposed by Carvalho et al., 2021. Three emerging issues were identified: 1) Propagating
estimation error and structural uncertainty into the ensemble; 2) Selecting models for inclusion in the
ensemble composition (hypothesis testing); and 3) Assigning relative weights (plausibility) to the model
outcomes for ensemble weighting. The presentation focused on some practical aspects of ensemble
weighting with Stock Synthesis using new R package ‘ss3diags’ (github.com/JABBA-model/ss3diags).
Results from the delta-multivariate-lognormal (delta-MVLN) Monte-Carlo approach to combine model
outcomes and future projections under any weighting scheme, while also accounting for within model
uncertainty, were provided for a range of examples. An example of selecting models for inclusion in the
ensemble composition (hypothesis testing) was provided. Plausibility of alternative recruitment
hypotheses was evaluated with automated diagnostic tools. Examples of assigning relative weights
(plausibility) to the model outcomes for ensemble weighting were provided, and upcoming publications
were identified (Kell et al., 2021). The presented results highlight the importance of model validation using
prediction skill as an objective way of comparing plausibility of alternative model scenarios and across
models.
The Group acknowledged the effort for the development of the ‘ss3diags’ R package
(https://github.com/jabbamodel/ss3diags), which offers a range of important model diagnostic routines
for Stock Synthesis. The Group noted that ss3diags also provides an automated and further refined
implementation of the delta-MVLN Monte-Carlo approach to rapidly estimate uncertainty of key quantities
for Stock Synthesis models (Walter et al. 2019; Walter and Winker 2020 and reviewed in Anon. 2019).
The Group also noted that key diagnostics, such as residuals run tests, retrospective analysis, and hindcast
cross-validation are also available in the Bayesian state-space surplus production model ‘JABBA’ (Winker
et al., 2018) and in the new R package 'a4adiags' (github.com/flr/a4adiags) for the statistical catch-at-age
(sca) model FLa4a.

The Group discussed potential limitations of using likelihood or Akaike’s Information Criteria (AIC) for
stock assessment model selection. AIC, for example, is only a relative measure of the appropriateness of
models, however, for model validation, additional diagnostic tests are required. It was noted that
information criteria may be challenged by complex models, for example if many parameters are fixed or if
the model includes process errors. Use hindcasting to estimate prediction skill, a measure of the accuracy
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of a predicted value unknown by the model relative to its observed value, can aid detecting if the model is
not overfitted by determining that the model is able to make future predictions (Kell et al., 2021). The Group
noted that hindcasting can be, in principle, applied to any stock assessment model that provides an option
for a forecast under alternative catch scenarios.

The Group discussed that plausibility of alternative somatic growth and historical catch scenarios could be
evaluated based on the objective model diagnostic criteria proposed in Carvalho et al., 2021. In particular,
hindcast cross-validation may be an aid to validate the model scenarios and compare their plausibility. The
Group noted that, to improve contrast among models, the hindcast horizon (currently one step ahead) may
need to be extended for long lived species (for example, at least three years) to account for strong inertia in
the population forecasts as a result of the long generation time.
The Group discussed that different diagnostic criteria are often utilized for MSE compared to those
discussed during this meeting, which were tailored to a stock assessment. The Group recognized that there
is a place for diagnostic criteria in both individual models and MSE, but the Group only discussed in detail
diagnostics as applied for stock assessment models. Consequently, the suggestions on diagnostics from the
Group are relevant primarily for stock assessment models but may be explored for applications to MSE
model grid development, which should probably be discussed in more detail separately in a future WGSAM
meeting.

Document SCRS/2021/050 provided a review of plausibility and uncertainty of mainly three key data
inputs used in the 2017 Shortfin Mako Stock Assessment meeting (Anon., 2017c): catches, abundance, and
biology. The main conclusions regarding catches were that the historical Task 1 catches used in the
assessment base case scenario (C1) greatly underestimated the magnitude of catches in several of the initial
decades when taking into consideration the history of the respective fisheries, the fleets’ capacity, and the
fishing effort exerted by each fleet; whereas the alternative catch scenario considered in the assessment
(C2) probably considerably overestimated the catch of some fleets and fleets combined at least for the most
recent period of that series. For indices of abundance, qualitative and/or quantitative limitations in some of
the CPUE series would likely affect their representativeness as indicators of abundance. In terms of biology,
the growth model and female age at first reproduction used in the assessment were compared to those from
other studies and those obtained from preliminary estimations based on tagging-recapture data, noting that
the estimates used in the assessment showed slower growth dynamics than those from all these other
studies.

A discussion on the presentation and paper ensued. A comment was made about whether this work, which
the Shark Species Group was unaware of, would also be presented at the Shark Species Group meeting in
September and why the work was not presented during or after the 2017 Shortfin Mako Data Preparatory
meeting (Anon., 2017b). The first author responded that it is not possible to conduct this kind of work prior
to the stock assessment when the SCRS and other scientific contributions are not available, and also because
it required review of the stock assessment itself and papers presented during previous decades of the
history of ICCAT that are usually forgotten, but provide useful information. Unfortunately, it is not possible
to anticipate the approach that will be used in an assessment with new input data, time periods considered,
and models implemented; or what documents and contents will be presented. Therefore, a simple
contribution like this one can only be carried out a posteriori. On the other hand, the shortfin mako
assessment process was initiated in 2017 and concluded in 2019, and the agendas of the different Working
Groups were cancelled or modified in 2019 and 2020 due to COVID-19, which also affected the work plans
and capacities of the already very complex workload of national scientists. Therefore, in addition to
domestic limitations probably affecting many scientists, this was the earliest opportunity to present this
contribution on the plausibility and uncertainty of the input data and results achieved in the assessments
between 2017-2019, hoping that they will be of use at this point considering the restricted agenda of the
SSG September 2021 that was already established and communicated.

The former Chair of the Shark Species Group clarified that issues with the Task 1 catches were
acknowledged in the stock assessment, which is why an exercise was conducted to reconstruct the catches
by some CPCs historically and also ratios of SMA to other species were used to construct an alternative catch
series (C2) noting that most CPCs need to improve their catch data reporting to the Secretariat, which was
something out of the control of the Shark Species Group. Until CPCs provide better catch records, the Shark
Species Group must rely on its own estimations. For indices of abundance, it was acknowledged that more
in-depth vetting of individual CPUE series is always possible, but that the series used in the assessment had
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been subject to the battery of criteria developed by the WGSAM to determine inclusion in the assessment.
It was further pointed out that cross-validation and a hierarchical cluster analysis had been run for the CPUE
series included and that the general trend of these series was remarkably consistent, something generally
unusual in shark assessments. For biology, specifically the growth model used, it was pointed out that it
came from a stock-wide study in the Atlantic conducted as part of the activities of the SRDCP (Shark
Research and Data Collection Program), which was the most comprehensive information on growth for the
North Atlantic stock available at the time. It was recognized that relatively little time was available to review
all the data sources used in the assessment, but that the data used were the best data available to the Shark
Species Group at the time of the assessment. It was also noted that these and other alternative hypotheses
about the main data inputs could be considered during the next stock assessment, for example as alternative
sensitivity scenarios or plausible states of nature (e.g., low/high catch runs, low/high productivity runs).

The author further noted that for bycatch species, like shortfin mako, understanding the history of catches
and other essential aspects of the stocks being assessed is a process that takes many years, and is in a much
more advanced stage for targeted tuna stocks compared to shark stocks, whose history of assessment is
much shorter. It is thus important to fully evaluate all data sources and modeling approaches before
providing advice that may affect the status of the stocks and the fishing operations of the fleets involved. In
that respect, another comment noted that, although older period catch estimates are available for some
Contracting Parties, reported catch records for sharks only started being formally reported in the 1990s,
with mandatory reporting only starting in the 2000s.

A comment was made as to why the SRDCP had not conducted any work, such as the one presented, that
could have been used in the shortfin mako assessment. It was clarified that the SRDCP did indeed conduct
work, such as the growth study and size distribution revisions, whose results were used in the assessment,
as well as other activities that helped inform the assessment (e.g., population genetics). It was also noted
that specific work on catch reconstruction, which can also be considered part of the SRDCP activities, had
not been conducted because it involves extensive collaborative work from not only active members
contributing to the SRDCP Group, but also from other CPC scientists and support from the Secretariat, and
that such a project requires considerable time and could perhaps be contracted. Nevertheless, some work
in this regard, which resulted in the C2 alternative catch scenario used in the 2017 shortfin mako stock
assessment (Anon., 2017c), has been undertaken by national scientists as well as additional work for other
shark species in the past.

The question was asked of whether the model diagnostics described in another presentation
(SCRS/P/2021/022) could be used to examine the plausibility of catch scenarios for SMA or other species
in general. It was noted that it is becoming increasingly important to estimate total catch (not just landings)
and that information is only available for a few fleets. The catch determines the scale of abundance.
It was also noted that the 2017 shortfin mako stock assessment (Anon., 2017c) represented the first
application of an integrated assessment model for SMA and also that the catch series extended further back
in time compared to previous assessments. The foundation now exists for going forward into the future.
Very specific hypotheses can be formulated with Stock Synthesis and projections will be particularly
important for considering rebuilding plans.
4. CPUE standardization/incorporation of oceanographic and environmental changes into the
assessment process

The Group acknowledged that CPUE standardization has always been an important topic for the WGSAM as
indices are an important input to assessment and can always be improved (e.g., potentially by including
environmental data in the standardization).
4.1 Results of study on Investigation into decadal changes in swordfish habitat distribution

Document SCRS/2021/075 presented preliminary analyses of spatiotemporal patterns in swordfish habitat
distributions using a swordfish species distribution model (SDM). Habitat distribution of SWO varied
spatiotemporally throughout the SDM model grid based on species affinity curves for environmental and
biological variables. Model results can be used as input data for a longline simulator (LLSIM) to generate
simulated CPUE data.
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Because swordfish can tolerate a broad temperature range, temperature was found to have little predictive
value for swordfish distribution. Habitat suitability was mostly structured by oxygen, zooplankton density,
and sea surface height. When summed across all depth layers, SDM results showed areas of high habitat
density in the North and South Atlantic (referred to as ‘core habitat’) and a lower density area near the
equator that roughly coincides with current ICCAT management boundaries. Predicted quarterly habitat
was in agreement with observer data and known migratory patterns. Decadal patterns in core habitat
showed an expansion in suitable habitat area over time but a decrease in the density of particularly
favorable habitat, suggesting increasing habitat homogeneity. This habitat expansion in the North and South
Atlantic could result in two larger areas of swordfish habitat, although both with reduced swordfish density.
This shift may be correlated with changes in the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) and may have
impacts on MSY metrics, and further examination was recommended.

SCRS/2021/075 concluded that the swordfish SDM is sufficiently parameterized to describe swordfish
distribution over space and time and recommended that monthly habitat coefficients associated with each
SDM grid square be a covariate included in CPUE standardization.

The Group acknowledged the utility of this work and that it could be applied to other species, such as bluefin
tuna. In this case species-specific affinity curves would need to be created. The Group discussed the need
for a new affinity curve related to the density of a direct prey species (as prey distribution may determine
the distribution of predators), but this will require distribution data for prey species such as forage fish.
There was concern among the Group that the model may not be relatable to the behavioral patterns of fleets
as vessels may not be looking for areas of high swordfish concentration because of low catch quotas.

The Group raised the issue of differences in habitat preferences between swordfish age classes, but the
creation of a juvenile swordfish stanza in the SDM is not currently feasible due to low pop-up satellite
archival tag (PSAT) sample size of small swordfish. It was suggested that a future BFT SDM would be a good
opportunity to test out a multi-stanza model as the PSAT sample size and size range is much larger for that
species. Additionally, it was put forth that the LLSIM model can incorporate multiple species to examine
swordfish management objectives related to bycatch reduction of non-targeted species such as blue marlin
(e.g., area closures, fishing at night vs day hours). At the present time multiple SDM outputs cannot be
generalized into a single SDM model. However, the LLSIM can include many different species and/or life
stages, each with a unique SDM input, which may be a future area of interest.

There was a debate regarding the incorporation of environmental data in CPUE standardization. It was
argued that analysts should not use environmental covariates in standardization, unless they believe the
environment is influencing catchability. If there are large scale influences of the environment on the
productivity of the stock, including the variable in standardization may lead to a hyperstable index that
doesn’t correctly follow change in abundance. However, it was noted that the SDM reports relative
swordfish abundance, in that relative abundance across all model grid cubes sum to one. The SDM only
demonstrates the distribution of the stock, the quantification of which doesn’t occur until incorporation into
the LLSIM. Because the habitat variable from the SDM sums to one, incorporating this into the CPUE
standardization may be less problematic than using, for example, sea surface temperature (SST), which
could change throughout the entire region over time and be confounded with productivity. This is an
ongoing topic of discussion that should be addressed by the WGSAM.
The Group noted that SST is not likely to be a good predictor of swordfish habitat suitability as swordfish
spend much time in deep water and are caught at depth. As SST is broadly used as an environmental
predictor of habitat, an analysis of the spatiotemporal conditions in which it may be a good predictor would
be of interest. The Group suggested that this would be a useful future research idea for a surface-oriented
species such as blue marlin (BUM) using the LLSIM as a tool.
There was discussion regarding the appropriate resolution of spatial models, and it was suggested that
operating models (OM), such as the SDM and LLSIM, should be the finest resolution possible to capture true
environmental variation, whereas estimation models should be on a coarser scale. For example, the length
of a longline is often greater than the width of an SDM cell, so data must be analyzed on a realistic scale. It
was posed that the SDM model grid can be made coarser by averaging across existing cells rather than
reconfiguring the existing model structure. The Group suggested that the WGSAM should provide guidance
on the spatial resolution of models as well as a cross check on the relationship between the spatial
distribution of fish and fishing effort for directed fisheries such as swordfish.
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Regarding the affinity curves used in development of the swordfish SDM, it was noted that temperature and
depth are currently in the model as independent curves, whereas the two are not truly independent.
Probabilities are currently calculated by multiplying the probability of occurrence in each depth layer by
the probability of occurrence at a given temperature, which may result in the underestimation of occurrence
probabilities at deeper depths and overestimation near the surface. There is an ongoing tagging work for
swordfish to fill spatial gaps, and the new PSAT technology will have more capability for detecting depth
and temperature utilization, thereby providing better movement predictions.
4.2 Results of study of the addition of a second fishery to a longline simulator

Document SCRS/2021/049 examined swordfish habitat patterns from the SDM model presented in
SCRS/2021/075 in 4 dimensions (latitude, longitude, time, and depth). The study defined the term habitat
‘envelope’, which is the volume that includes the densest concentration of a given fraction of the population.
The volume of a given envelope will vary seasonally and over time. Similarly, to the habitat expansion seen
in SCRS/2021/049, this work demonstrates an increase in the size of Envelope99 (habitat envelopes
containing 99% of the population: E99) over time (there is intra-annual variation but an overall upward
interannual trend). Simulated distributions in the North and South direction were quantified by the mean
latitude of the habitat envelope in ICCAT regions SWO-N and SWO-S, and the mean fraction of the population
in each envelop in each region.

Results from this work show a decrease in latitude SWO-N and an increase in latitude in SWO-S, suggesting
an overall southward shift in E50 (habitat envelopes containing 50% of the population) and E99 throughout
time that has increased in scale since the mid-1970s. The fraction of habitat in each envelope (E50 and E99)
in SWO-N also decreased over time beginning in the mid-1970s, likely accompanied by an increase of the
population fraction in SWO-S. This trend does not appear to be cyclical over the available time series. Each
environmental factor considered in the model appeared to influence distribution in some way, although
temperature seemed to be most responsible for the southward trend in the South Atlantic. The document
concludes that the SWO SDM replicated conventional wisdom on swordfish movement and therefore
provides a reasonable basis for LLSIM.
It was reiterated that the SDM model calculated the distribution of relative abundance and therefore does
not look at the change in population abundance over time. The Group again discussed the difference in
habitat utilization between adult and juvenile swordfish, as well as the change in SWO age structure. It was
suggested that age structure could introduce bias into CPUE standardization, but that the SDM does not yet
have age structure capabilities to test for this. The LLSIM could accommodate multiple life stages if data is
available to parameterize separate SDMs for each.

Document SCRS/2021/048 presented the simulation of longline CPUE estimates using the LLSIM. The
current LLSIM assembly includes three simulated fleets (‘Japan-like’, ‘Brazil-like’, ‘US-like’), three gear types
(shallow, mid-depth, and deep), and two species (SWO and BUM). Fleets were patterned after Brazilian and
Japanese data in the ICCAT Task 2 database in regard to the number of hooks fished in each 5-degree
latitude/longitude (lat/lon) grid cell and the species composition of catch. Each set was assigned to either
shallow, mid-type, or deep gear type, with fishing depths adopted from gears described in a previous study
on US fisheries. The number of sets per gear was estimated from total hooks using the number of hooks
along the gear mainline.

Sets from each 5-degree lat/lon ICCAT grid cell were randomly assigned to SDM 1-degree lat/long grid
squares, and resulted in a monthly number of sets per fleet per gear within each SDM cell. The LLSIM also
included a gear file which incorporated miscellaneous identifiers, the probability of hooks in each depth
layer, and gear specific catchability. When combined with output from the SDM model and stock assessment
population trends, this produced a time series of simulated longline catch data. It was stressed that users
should input multiple trends if using this model for simulation testing studies.

The Group discussed the feasibility of simulating sets that spanned 1-degree squares, and determined that
this would require running another program. Habitat coefficients calculated for the LLSIM data are
calculated based on knowledge of the depth distribution of hooks over time. The habitat coefficients could
be calculated at different scales and could include adjacent 1-degree squares. The Group also discussed
including the idea of areas with more or less productivity in a later version of the simulator, which could be
related to population trends over time.
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The Group returned to the ongoing topic of the desirability of including environmental variables in
standardization. The SDM can be used to make datasets with variability in productivity and/or habitat
preference to test whether including the environment (e.g., SST) in standardization is appropriate, and
whether models can detect catchability versus productivity influences of environmental variables. Since
many indices (e.g., BFT) are now using SST, this is an important topic to address. This could be accomplished
in the simulator by using the same environmental variable to drive both the abundance trend and the
distribution. Environmental variables (e.g., temperature) could also be used as a driver of catchability. The
environmental variables operate on different spatiotemporal scales for productivity (large scale) versus
catchability (small scale). The hypothesis that looking at multiple scales allows for discriminating between
productivity and catchability drivers was proposed. In an estimation model this would require the ability
to track range increases or decreases versus a change in population linked to environmental variables (e.g.,
temperature).

The Group highlighted inconsistencies in the term ‘catchability’. In the context of stock assessment,
catchability is the constant of proportionality between a standardized index and global abundance. At the
level of individual sets, catchability is the probability of catching a fish given local density, and is related to
the gear. Availability of fish to gear is useful terminology, and is an interesting research question. The Group
suggested that the term ‘catchability’ should be clearly defined at the beginning of each study to ensure
consistency.
4.3 Using LLSIM to evaluate CPUE methods and estimation of bycatch

Document SCRS/2021/078 discussed testing a generalized bycatch estimation software in development
using data for blue marlin generated by the longline simulator. Multiple GLMs were fit to observer data and
the best fitting model for each distribution was selected using information criteria (e.g., BIC). Ten-fold cross
validation was employed to determine which of the top-performing models best predicted CPUE. The best
model was then used to predict bycatch in each unsampled trip/set from logbooks and summed to get an
annual bycatch estimate. Prediction interval variances were also summed across trips. This method was
tested using the blue marlin data generated by LLSIM, with a simulated observer program applied to 5% of
trips. In cross-validation, the delta gamma slightly outperformed the other candidate models while the delta
lognormal performed the worst. Bycatch estimates produced by the delta gamma model matched observer
bycatch data closely and had very small variances.
It was noted that, unlike for index estimation, for total bycatch estimation, it does not matter whether an
environmental variable influences catchability, distribution, or total abundance. Because the model is used
to predict the catches in unsampled trips, rather than to extract a standardized index, any variable that
improves the prediction of individual CPUE values improves the estimate of total bycatch.

Abundance indices for the North and South Atlantic were then estimated using the same delta-gamma GLM
and showed a steep decline in BUM abundance at the start of the time series followed by a slower decline
in recent decades, consistent with the true trend input into LLSIM. Suggested future directions to improve
index estimation from the bycatch estimation tool included the addition of random effects, GAMs, and
spatial models to cope with interactions between spatial patterns and the temporal trend.
The LLSIM is a very useful operating model for testing bycatch estimation and CPUE standardization
methods because it includes a realistic amount of complexity in spatiotemporal patterns and variability in
gear usage. This allows the design of simulated data sampling programs, such as observer programs, with
realistic limitations and potential biases, to use in testing the effectiveness of the estimation software.

The Group commended the utility of this work and discussed the challenges of estimating historical bycatch,
particularly for fleets with insufficient logbooks and limited observer data. Changes in gear and fishing areas
over time makes it difficult to assume constant values across years retrospectively. Such data issues could
be simulated in LLSIM, so that the potential biases could be quantified. The Group expressed interest in the
development of scenarios that stretch the ability of the model to fill in past values and give spatial estimates
of variance, and indicated that results from such scenarios could be useful to assessments. This could
generate reasonable hypotheses and provide an objective way to suggest bounds for historical bycatch
estimates, the magnitude of which tend to vary among existing models.
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The question was raised of whether this tool could be used to determine best CPUE standardizations. It was
explained that the best model for index CPUE standardization would need to be more complex and include
interactions between variables such as area and year, as well as a random effect for confounding time and
space, which is not the current functionality. It was also pointed out that observer data covers only a small
fraction of a given fleet and is not randomly spatially distributed, which limits the complexity of candidate
models, particularly if there are significant interactions between categorical variables.
The Group discussed the importance of having a clean and updated database and analysis of fishing effort.
Increased specificity in effort estimates would improve total bycatch estimates, as any variable included in
a bycatch estimate model must also be present in effort data.

The Group acknowledged that this work provides a useful tool for bycatch estimation with direct
applications to ICCAT research interests. Several current Workplans include better estimates of bycatch of
those billfish and shark species, and it was recommended that this tool be used for such in a future study. It
was noted that this tool is ready to be applied to bycatch estimation of any species for which the fishery has
observer data and logbook info. It was noted that CPUE data could be taken from either observer or logbook
data, although logbooks may not be as useful as observer data as they tend to only record target species.
Application to other species will require access to this data, knowledge of fishery, and collaborators familiar
with the fleet and potential confounding factors.
The Group was reminded that CPCs were recommended to report their methodology for estimating bycatch,
with the intent for SCRS to evaluate methodologies and suggest best practices. It was suggested that this
estimation tool could be used to design a standard method for how bycatch estimates are to be conducted.
It was proposed that the Group recommend the use of this bycatch estimation tool along with LLSIM to
address ICCAT objectives for estimating billfish and shark bycatch in the final recommendations and
Workplan. The Group was reminded that an estimation of effort will need to be provided for any final
recommendation with associated costs. Potential funding of this work with remaining 2021 funds was
discussed, and a workplan for 2022 funds will be created.
5.

Other matters

Current health conditions related to the Covid pandemic has required that meeting times be reduced for all
Working and Species Groups. However, the reduction of WGSAM to only 4 days (4.5 hours per day) was
found to be limiting. Not all SCRS paper submissions could be accommodated and not all topics could be
given full consideration by the Group (e.g., Work Plan and Terms of reference discussions). Should online
SCRS meetings be required in 2022, careful consideration should be given to allow adequate time.

The Group noted that the prioritization of stock assessment methods development needs remains
dominated by emerging challenges from case studies based Northern Hemisphere stocks. The Group also
noted that this can be partially explained in that prioritization of MSE work identified a number of
exclusively Northern stocks (e.g., N-ALB, N-SWO, ATL BFT), which continue to require large portion of the
limited time and capacity of the Group. The Group agreed to more actively seek to encourage updates of
ongoing research based on case studies also for Southern Hemisphere stocks, and in particular, encourages
the submission of papers the cover topic, such simulation testing of stock assessment methods, CPUE
standardization and the development of Harvest Control Rules (HCRs), including, but not limited to, full
MSE frameworks.
The Chair presented the tentative terms of reference (TORs) for an investigation into bycatch estimation
methodologies to be developed in the second half of 2021 and throughout 2022, that the Group adopted
with some changes during the meeting (Appendix 5). The Group also discussed the work plan and its
budget estimate for 2022, and they are adopted during the meeting (Appendix 6).
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6. Recommendations
Recommendation with financial implications
1. The Group recommended that tools similar to those presented during the meeting (i.e., SDM/LLSIM and
the bycatch estimation tool) be further explored as a means to address the SCRS general needs to
estimate bycatch of species such as, but not limited to, billfish and shark. The Group further recommends
that this work be carried out using the WGSAM 2021 funds. Therefore, the Group recommends an expert
to be contracted to further develop and evaluate these tools.

2. The Group recognizes the difficulty in researching the large amount of information contained within the
ICCAT Col. Vol. Sci. Pap. The Group further notes that each SCRS Report must contain keywords
associated with the work. The Group therefore recommends that the Collective Volume of Scientific
Papers be made searchable based on such fields as author, year, keyword or other helpful index. For that
purpose, funds should be made available for hiring a dedicated staff or, as an alternative, issue a shortterm contract to ensure indexing all SCRS papers published.
The table below contains the overall funding requests made by the WGSAM for 2022:
Working Group on Stock Assessment Methods

2022

Other fisheries related studies (including data recovery, experts, etc.)
Tool for estimate bycatch of species
Published SCRS documents to be OCRed to make the contents searchable and
indexed
TOTAL

35,000€
10,000€
45,000€

General recommendations
1. Two-way communication between managers, scientists and stakeholders is a key part of the MSE
process, particularly when a request to develop and test management procedure is being drafted. The
Group recognized that this two-way communication between the SCRS and the Commission needs to
increase as all SCRS MSEs continue to progress. The Group recommended several ways to increase this
two-way communication: (1) ensure that terminology used in MSE communications adheres the tRFMO
MSE glossary of term (Anon., 2018); (2) reinstating regular meetings of the Standing Working Group to
Enhance Dialogue Between Fisheries Scientists and Managers (SWGSM); (3) creating a greater
connection between the ICCAT Secretariat representative and the tRFMO MSE Working Group; and (4)
supporting the existing outreach efforts of the ICCAT Secretariat; (5) utilize existing communication and
visualization tools such as the Shiny App “SLICK’. Furthermore, the Group recommends that a second,
“Executive Summary” version of the interactive MSE visualization tool intended to aid in consultation
and decision making (harveststrategies.org; Slick Decision Analysis) be developed that includes only key
metrics and graphics essential to the understanding of the MSE results, geared towards a more lay
audience.
2. The Group recommends the SCRS routinely apply objective criteria for model plausibility for all ICCAT
stock assessments that are intended for management (e.g., TAC) advice. These criteria shall be based on
best practice in using model diagnostics for evaluating (1) model convergence, (2) fits to the data, (3)
model consistency (e.g., retrospective patterns) and (4) prediction skill, as well as biological plausibility
criteria. The Group recommends the model diagnostics applied are similar, but not limited to those
described in Carvalho et al., (2021). The Group noted that key diagnostics, such as residuals run tests,
retrospective analysis, and hindcast cross-validation are available in the R package 'ss3diags', within the
JABBA modeling framework, as well as 'a4adiags' for the statistical catch-at-age (sca) model FLa4a and
that these packages be included in the ICCAT website stock assessment software catalogue to facilitate
this process.

3. The Group recommends that SCRS meetings in preparation for stock assessment evaluations routinely
include a presentation and discussion of model and the diagnostics of the previous assessment being
used to provide management advice. The presentations should identify model uncertainties, biases
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and/or misspecifications, which should be considered when specifying the uncertainty grid to be
submitted at the subsequent stock assessment meeting.

4. The Group recommended that the products created via the 2020/21 funding (Species Distribution Model
(SDM) and Longline Simulator (LLSIM), along with the simulated CPUE data sets be included in the
ICCAT software catalogue for use in future studies.

5. The Group recommended that the scheduling of the WGSAM meeting concurrent with the Subcommittee on Ecosystems meeting be discontinued. The concurrent timing was an impediment to the
progress of both Groups. CPC scientists were forced to attend either one or the other of the meetings
despite the relevance of their contributions to each meeting. While the Group did see some utility of
having perhaps one overlapping day, the advantages of this option would be dependent on the overlap
of the two Groups specified agenda items.

6. The Group noted the importance of having the historical sex information on the conventional tagging
database. Such data are usually reported for sharks, but currently it is only available in the ICCAT
database for the most recent years. Therefore, the Group recommends that the Secretariat makes a
revision of the available historical sex information for inclusion in the conventional tagging database
and make it available in the cases where such information was reported.
7.

Adoption of the report

The Report of the meeting of the Working Group on Stock Assessment Methods (WGSAM) was adopted. Dr
Michael Schirripa thanked the participants and the rapporteurs for their work and collaboration to finalize
the report on time. The meeting was adjourned.
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Appendix 3
List of Papers and Presentations
Number
SCRS/2021/048
SCRS/2021/049
SCRS/2021/050
SCRS/2021/075
SCRS/2021/078

SCRS/P/2021/020

Title

Authors

Development of new model fisheries for
simulating longline
catch data with LLSIM
Investigations into spatiotemporal patterns in
swordfish
habitat distributions
Plausibility and uncertainty of basic data and
parameter selection on stock assessments: a
review of some input data used in the 2017
assessment of shortfin mako (Isurus
oxyrinchus) of the Northern Atlantic stock
A preliminary analysis of spatiotemporal
patterns in swordfish habitat distributions
Testing a bycatch estimation tool using
simulated blue marlin longline data
Ensemble weighting and projections using
model validation and prediction skill with
ss3diags

SCRS/P/2021/022

A Cookbook for Using Model Diagnostics in
Integrated Stock Assessments

SCRS/P/2021/023

Summary on North Atlantic ALB MSE

SCRS/P/2021/027

Atlantic bluefin tuna MSE progress

SCRS/P/2021/025
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Atlantic tropical tuna MSE

North Atlantic Swordfish MSE update
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Appendix 4
SCRS Document and Presentations Abstracts as provided by the authors
SCRS/2021/048 Two idealized fishing fleets were developed to augment LLSIM simulations of complex
longline data. They were patterned after Brazilian and Japanese data in the ICCAT Task ii database. These
data provided the numbers of hooks fished in 5° latitude-longitude squares for 1958- 2018. Each fleet had
shallow, intermediate, or deeply-fishing gears. These simulated gears were assigned to individual sets based
on previously-reported fishing patterns or the species composition of fleet catches in the ICCAT database.
Fishing depths for each gear were adopted from an earlier study of the US fishery. The number of sets in
each square were estimated from total hooks using the number of hooks per set for the gear. The sets for
each fishery in each 5° square were randomly assigned to habitable 1° LLSIM cells (no land). The resulting
file provided the monthly number of sets for each fleet by gear within each 1 square from 1958 to 2018.
When used in combination with Swordfish and Blue Marlin species-distribution-model inputs, these
fisheries will allow investigators to simulate catches with three-fishery, two species runs of the LLSIM
software.

SCRS/2021/049 The time-varying three-dimensional distribution of the Swordfish pelagic habitat was
previously studied using a species distribution model (SDM) that integrated multiple habitat features using
habitat suitability methods. The SDM predicted the 1958-2019 monthly relative abundances during hours
of daylight and darkness in each of 46 depth layers from the surface down to about 2 km depth. Results
suggested a long-term poleward shift in habitat relative densities. However, model-predicted distributions
exhibited complex spaciotemporal patterns that confounded analysis. The current study developed
methods to define the physical boundaries of pelagic habitat envelopes that contained specified fractions of
the population. These habitat envelopes allowed important features such as habitat volume and density to
be tracked in time and space along with the average locations of individuals in the population. These
methods were implemented with two computer programs, “surfaces” and “envelopes”, that accompany this
report. Predicted Swordfish distributions exhibited large seasonal fluctuations with a small but persistent
annual shift southward that began in the mid-1970s. Analyses found that, among the environmental
variables included, temperature was the dominant factor contributing to the complex spatial effects.

SCRS/2021/050 Three key-elements for the case of shortfin mako used in 2017 assessment of North Atlantic
stock are reviewed. The catch scenarios implemented indicate that historical T1 considered in base case
scenario (C1) have greatly underestimated the level of catches during several of the initial decades, taking
into consideration the history of the fisheries, fleet’s capacity and fishing effort by fleet. A hypothetical catch
scenario also used (C2) probably overestimated in an important amount the catch levels of some fleets and
fleets combined for the most recent period of that series. The review of CPUE series suggests that there may
be qualitative and/or quantitative limitations in some of them which would likely affect some series being
considered as indicators of abundance. Some key biological parameters considered in the assessment are
also reviewed and discussed, such as the growth model implemented and the age of first reproduction of
the females, within a context compared to other studies, preliminary estimations from tagging-recapture
data and those parameters applied in other stock of the same species, and in other species from the same
family.
SCRS/2021/075 A species distribution model (SDM) for swordfish that was in the development stage has
been finalized. The model used detailed biological and oceanographic data to define the spatial distribution
of Swordfish. The SDM adequately predicted Swordfish habitat (and thus fish) distributions such that it was
found suitable for investigations into the spatiotemporal distribution of habitat. Results of this preliminary
investigation supports the current hypothesized stock boundaries between the north and south Atlantic
stocks used for management. Both the north and south Atlantic may be experiencing an expansion of
habitat. This could result in decreased density of swordfish into a larger area and/or change MSY production
metrics. A more detailed examination of this possibility is recommended.

SCRS/2021/078 The species distribution model and longline simulate developed by Goodyear et al. (2017)
was used to generate simulated longline sets for three fleets, catching both swordfish and blue marlin. These
simulated data were used to test the effectiveness of a bycatch estimation tool in development. The tool
allows for semi-automated model selection using information criteria to select the best set of predictor
variables, and using cross validation to choose between Tweedie, negative binomial, delta-lognormal, and
delta-gamma models. The simulated data allowed for a nuanced evaluation of the model decisions, such as
whether to use trips or sets as a sample unit. As new functions are added to the bycatch estimation tool, the
simulated data will continue to be key to adequate testing.
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SCRS/P/2021/020 presented practical applications to ensemble weighting and projections using model
validation and prediction skill. Assessing stock status is typically associated with substantial structural
uncertainty, which may not be captured adequately by a single ‘best’ model. To address this, ensemble
modelling is increasingly advocated as a potentially more risk-adverse approach by representing
uncertainty by a range alternative stock assessment models that can vary in terms model structure,
parameterization and data use. Although arguably attractive, ensemble modelling faces three challenges
pertaining to: (1) how to best propagate both structural uncertainty and estimation error, (2) on which
basis should models be included in the ‘ensemble composition’ and (3) how to assign relative weights to the
models ‘ensemble weighting’ . Here we focus on some practical aspects of ensemble weighting with Stock
Synthesis using new R package ‘ss3diags’ (github.com/JABBA-model/ss3diags). We introduce new deltamultivariate-lognormal (delta-MVLN) Monte-Carlo function as a resampling approach to combine model
outcomes and future projections under any weighting scheme, while also accounting for within model
uncertainty. For model selection and weighting, we propose the following four properties as objective
criteria for evaluating the plausibility of a model: (1) model convergence, (2) fit to the data, (3) model
consistency, and (4) prediction skill. We suggest that the here presented diagnostic tools for evaluating
these criteria are widely applicable across modelling platforms beyond ensemble weighting applications
with Stock Synthesis.

SCRS/P/2021/022 Integrated analysis has increasingly been the preferred approach for conducting stock
assessments and providing the basis for management advice for fish and invertebrate stocks around the
world. Many decisions are required when developing integrated stock assessments. For example, the
analyst needs to decide whether the model fits the data, if the optimization was successful, if estimates are
consistent retrospectively, and if the model is suitable to predict future stock responses to fishing. This
study provides practical guidelines for implementing selected diagnostic tools that can assist analysts in
identifying problems with model specifications and alternatives that can be explored to minimize or
eliminate such problems. Emphasis is placed on reviewing the implementation and interpretation of
contemporary model diagnostic tools. We first describe each diagnostic approach and its utility. We then
proceed by providing a “cookbook recipe” on how to implement each of the diagnostics, together with an
interpretation of the results, using two worked examples of integrated stock assessments with Stock
Synthesis. Further, we provide a conceptual flow chart that lays out a generic process of model development
and selection using the presented model diagnostics. Based on this, we propose the following four
properties as objective criteria for evaluating the plausibility of a model: (1) model convergence, (2) fit to
the data, (3) model consistency, and (4) prediction skill. It would greatly benefit the stock assessment
community if the next generation of stock assessment models could include the diagnostic tests presented
in this study as a set of open source tools.

SCRS/P/2021/023 provided a summary on the North Atlantic ALB MSE over last few years. Definition of the
list of performance statistics was agreed with Panel 2 in 2016, prior to the adoption of the HCR in 2017.
However, mostly 4 performance metrics are used, in the form of radar plots, to illustrate the performance
across the reference case, which includes uncertainty around biology (M, steepness), data (size, cpue,
tagging) and modelling options (time range and catchability trends). The 132 Oms are equally weighted.
The code was peer reviewed in 2018 and comments were addressed in 2019. Several HCR variants (as
specified in Rec 17-04) have been tested, the SCRS advice incorporates the elements to adopt a full MP, and
feedback to Panel 2 has been provided on proposed indicators to detect exceptional circumstances. The
primary document for the ALB MSE is the ALB MSE consolidated report (SCRS/2020/153Rev).

SCRS/P/2021/025 provided an update on the developments of the Atlantic tropical tuna MSE in relation to
bigeye, yellowfin and Eastern skipjack stocks. In 2021, the project has re-started with a review of the main
uncertainties of tropical tuna fisheries with the aim of defining the axes of uncertainty of the MSE, which
will be used to condition Operating Models.

SCRS/P/2021/027 detailed recent progress for the Atlantic Bluefin tuna MSE and the work plan for 2021
and 2022. The presentation addressed recent developments including interim adoption of the reference
grid, plausibility weighting of the factor levels within the grid, development tuning and reconditioning. The
BFT MSE has six candidate management procedure (CMP) development teams working mainly empirical
(or index based) procedures with model based CMPs. It is a process to both refine individual CMPs and to
evaluate and vet their performance. It is a critical step in the evolutionary process of CMP development and
in the process of narrowing down the number of CMPs to a few top-performing ones to present to the
Commission and Panel 2 in November.
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SCRS/P/2021/028 provided an overview of recent progress and ongoing work related to the North Atlantic
swordfish MSE. The initial OM grid had seven axes of uncertainty (natural mortality, recruitment deviation,
steepness, CPUE CV, effective sample size of the length comps, catchability increase, and environmental
modulation of catchability among fleets). Some modifications were made in 2020 and 2021. CMP
development is underway and will continue through 2021. In early 2021, the MSE code began external peerreview. N-SWO MSE sub-groups are developing candidate exceptional circumstances and performance
metrics which will be considered by the SWO species group, the SCRS, and PA4 later in 2021.
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Appendix 5
Terms of Reference for Investigation into Bycatch Estimation Methodologies
1. Background and Objectives
The complete and total accounting of the bycatch of non-targeted species within the ICCAT arena is
becoming an increasingly important source of concern for the ICCAT Commission. The bycatch of species
such as billfish (Blue Marlin, White Marlin and Round-scale Spearfish) and several species of Sharks are not
always well documented, yet account for a non-negligible percentage of the total fish kill associated with
the fishing operations. Not properly accounting for this bycatch, either kept or discarded, in the assessment
process can lead to errors and/or biases in the management advice provided to the Commission.
Recognizing the importance of an accurate accounting of bycatch, the Commission established Rec. 19-05
which states in the following paragraphs:
1.

2.
3.
4.

CPCs shall provide their estimates of total live and dead discards of blue marlin, white
marlin/roundscale spearfish, based on fishing logbooks, landing declarations, or equivalent
document for the sport/recreational fisheries, as well as scientific observer reports, as part of their
Task I and II data submission to support the stock assessment process.

No later than 2020, CPCs shall present to the SCRS the statistical methodology used to estimate
dead and live discards. CPCs with artisanal and small-scale fisheries shall also provide information
about their data collection programs.

The SCRS shall review these methodologies and if it determines that a methodology is not
scientifically sound, the SCRS shall provide relevant feedback to the CPCs in question to improve
the methodologies.

The SCRS shall evaluate the completeness of Task I and II data submissions, including estimates of
total dead and live discards, and determine the feasibility of estimating fishing mortalities by
industrial fisheries (including longline and purse seine), artisanal fisheries and recreational
fisheries. If after conducting such evaluation, the SCRS determines that significant gaps in data
reporting exist, the SCRS should explore approaches to estimate the level of unreported catches to
include in future stock assessments in order to enhance the basis on which to provide management
advice to the Commission.

At the 2021 meeting of the Working Group on Stock Assessment methods (WGSAM) the Group was
presented with the products of the work funded under the 2020 contract entitled “Investigation in decadal
changes in Swordfish habitat distribution and the furthering of a longline simulator”. The suit of products
included a Species Distribution Model (SDM) for Atlantic Swordfish and the addition of two more fishing
fleets to the longline simulator. The Group was also presented with a demonstration of how this suite of
models, combined with a bycatch estimation package, can be used to test the efficacy of various bycatch
estimation methods. The preliminary results of the bycatch estimation package was a proof of concept as it
was able to successfully estimate the simulated bycatch values from the SDM/LLSIM simulated data.
The Group recommended that the bycatch estimation package represented a valuable way forward to the
estimation of billfish bycatch. The Group recommended that tools similar to those presented during the
meeting (i.e. SDM/LLSIM and the bycatch estimation tool) be further explored as a means to address the
SCRS general needs to estimate bycatch of species such as, but not limited to, billfish and shark. The Group
further recommends that this work be carried out using the WGSAM 2021 funds. Therefore, it is
recommended an expert to be contracted to further develop and evaluate these tools.
2. Contractor Tasks
Development and testing of a bycatch estimation package that is suitable for generalized use by ICCAT CPCs
for the purposes of bycatch estimation.
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A statistical vetting of the above-mentioned package, via simulation testing and using LLSIM platform, to
quantify the efficacy of the methods. This testing is to be conducted to reflect current, realistic scenarios of
CPC data collection programs (i.e. percent observer coverage, spatiotemporal coverage, etc.).

The contractor will evaluate at least two CPCs bycatch estimation methodology via simulated data to
determine if that method is scientifically sound. Bycatch estimates using the CPCs method will be compared
to the bycatch estimates obtained using the contractor’s bycatch estimation package in an effort to elucidate
the most accurate approaches.
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Appendix 6
Work Plan for 2022
1. Evaluation of the products provided by the bycatch estimation methodology contract
2. Development of advice and/or guidelines on bycatch estimation

3. Report on a review of the practices for constructing the stock assessment uncertainty grid in
terms of, but not limited to, grid size, parameter selection and range, hypothesis and model
plausibility weighting.
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